Caring for your
disappearing fountain

7901 N. Kickapoo • Shawnee, OK 74804

(405) 273-8363
www.pondproshop.com

Components

Components
1. Rock Topping
2. Reinforced Plastic Disappearing
Fountain Reservoir
3. Submersible Pump
4. Flexible Tubing
5. Center Block to Support Weight
of Fountain (more than one
may be needed)
6. Reinforced Plastic Grating with
Netting Over the Top

Maintenance

Maintenance

7. PVC Pipe Gives You The
Plume of Water at the Top,
While Keeping the Feature
Full of Water.

Care of Your Disappearing Fountain

8. Decorative Pot, Statue, Fountain
or Waterfall

1. Fill the fountain as needed with a garden hose.

We can drill and plumb any pot
purchased at Pond Pro Shop for
a small fee.
We pre-cut a ‘trap door’ into the
grating so you have easy access
to your pump.
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The reservoir must be kept filled with water which can be accomplished in
a couple of ways:

2. Site the fountain near an irrigation head, so the sprinkler keeps the
reservoir filled.
We do not recommend using automatic fill devices because they frequently
“stick” and don’t shut off.
The fountain piece will need to be scrubbed occasionally to remove algae
and scale. AlgaeFix (safe for birds and pets) can be used to control algae
growth but must be added every week. Use Sparkle and Sublime to minimize
hard water stains (especially on dark fountains or fountains close to windows)
on a monthly basis. Note: some folks prefer the natural patina of algae on
the pieces, in which case no scrubbing, or chemical, is necessary.
During the winter, remove the PVC stand pipe; drain the pot and reservoir.
You may want to move your pot indoors if you live in an area subject to
intense freezes. If you remove the pump place it in a bucket of water in a
place where it won’t freeze.

Kits of Various Sizes are Available
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